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Jamestown, ND (Newsworthy.ai) Sunday Nov 5, 2023 @ 12:00 PM Central —

Zadoe Holdings INC, a prominent holding corporation, has been at the forefront of fostering
innovation and driving success across a multitude of sectors. With a keen eye for strategic
investments and a commitment to long-term growth, Zadoe Holdings has curated a diverse
portfolio of businesses that are leaders in their respective industries. From cutting-edge
technology to finance, and from manufacturing to the creative arts, Zadoe Holdings stands
as a testament to the power of visionary entrepreneurship and collaborative success.

Zadoe Holdings INC proudly oversees a range of subsidiary companies, each a beacon of
excellence in its field:

ZadoeApps: A trailblazer in the technology space, ZadoeApps develops innovative
software solutions that redefine user experience and functionality.
F.O.E (Family Over Everything): A record label that not only produces music but
also nurtures talent, shaping the future of the music industry with every beat.
Royal Flow Oilfield Services: At the heart of the energy sector, Royal Flow Oilfield
Services delivers top-tier services that power industries and economies.
CloutStreamz: A digital platform that streams into the future, CloutStreamz offers
content that entertains, informs, and connects.
YTPMAX: A visionary in the media landscape, YTPMAX provides cutting-edge
platforms that revolutionize how content is created and consumed.
Moniispace: A social platform that reimagines networking, Moniispace connects
people in meaningful and innovative ways.

Innovation is the cornerstone of Zadoe Holdings’ investment philosophy. The company is
dedicated to staying ahead of the curve, exploring new opportunities, and embracing
emerging trends. By investing in visionary startups and cutting-edge technologies, Zadoe
Holdings is not just participating in the market—it’s shaping the future of business and
beyond.

Zadoe Holdings believes in the transformative power of collaboration. Working closely with
its subsidiaries and partners, the company leverages collective expertise to achieve
remarkable outcomes. This synergy not only fuels growth but also fosters a culture of
excellence that propels every venture forward.

Established with a clear vision for strategic investments and sustained growth, Zadoe
Holdings’ mission is to nurture its subsidiaries, fostering innovation and driving success
across various industries. The company’s vision is to identify and leverage promising
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ventures, playing a pivotal role in their development and expansion.

Zadoe Holdings INC invites investors, entrepreneurs, and visionaries to join in its journey of
diversified investments and collaborative triumphs. With a proven track record and a bright
future ahead, Zadoe Holdings is not just a company—it’s a movement towards a more
innovative and interconnected world.

To learn more about Zadoe Holdings INC and its subsidiaries, or to discuss potential
partnerships and investment opportunities, please get in touch through the contact form on
the website, email: admin@zadoeholdings.com, or (701 ) 409-3253.

Zadoe Holdings INC stands as a beacon of what is possible when vision meets opportunity.
With each subsidiary company, Zadoe Holdings is not just investing in businesses—it’s
investing in the future. As the company continues to expand its reach and deepen its impact,
the world watches with anticipation for what Zadoe Holdings will innovate next.

About Zadoe Holdings INC
Zadoe Holdings INC is a holding corporation that oversees a diverse portfolio of businesses
across various industries. With a focus on innovation and collaboration, the company
supports and guides its subsidiaries toward success, fostering a culture of excellence that
drives the entire group forward.
©2023 Zadoe Holdings INC.
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